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Abstract Due to cost pressures and competitive advantages, the industries implementing globalization and outsourcing
strategies to adapt to the changing business environment that is characterized by a relatively less stable state and increased
sensitivity of their supply chains to disruptions. So companies are obliged to take seriously these risky events as well as to
take other commercial risks. In this context and to achieve the objectives, the supply chain become more complex and
consequently quite Lean and vulnerable to the disruptions of the risky events which can hinder or even prevent the
achievement of those objectives. Therefore, in order to ensure this vicious circle, companies should adopt tools for analysis
and evaluation in order to control these risk factors that potentially affect their ability to serve customers proficiently and
effectively. Objective: The supply chain is a very important element in the automotive industry, to our knowledge no
previous study has attempted to analyze and evaluate the events and risk factors related to the supply chain in Moroccan
automotive companies, in this perspective the objective of this article will be to elaborate a rather detailed overview on the
main events or risk factors related to the supply chain in the automotive sector. In this perspective our work is clearly
positioned on the analysis of risks in an emerging economy and a sector that is characterized by its complexity. This study is
part of the implementation of approaches and tools for the supply chain risk in Moroccan companies. Method and Results:
The study is based on a survey of a sample of 32 operators and subcontractors from the automotive sector in Morocco. A total
of 35 risk events (EIRLs) are analyzed, evaluated and grouped into 14 risk factors (FRLs). Based on these factors two
evaluation tools (a probability impact matrix and a hierarchy of criticality levels) are developed. Conclusion: Wishing to
enrich the existing literary corpus on the supply chain risk management, while highlighting the significant risk factors that
should keep and attract the attention of the managers involved in our study.
Keywords Moroccan Automobile supply chain, Risk analysis and evaluation, Event and risk factor (EIRLs, FRLs),
Visualization matrix (probability-impact), Hierarchy of criticality levels

1. Introduction
Due to the changing economic, commercial and
ecological contexts, supply chain are becoming more
complex, more vulnerable and more lean in recent years
[1-6]. As a result, it is difficult sometimes for supply chain
to respond to changes and is more than ever subject to the
risks associated with the supply chain [7]. Moreover,
outsourcing, the opening-up of economic systems, the
internationalization of production processes and the
relocation of activities have made it difficult to coordinate
and collaborate between different partners in different
interfaces, making supply chain more vulnerable due to
the uncertainty associated with their turbulent environment,
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that of supply and demand as well as those of unpredictable
disturbances that are constantly spreading and worsening in
recent years [7, 8]. Those unpredictable events or logistical
risk factors indicate the work of [9, 3] any potential
variability that may affect or disrupt the flow of information,
material and products (or good and service) and
consequently altered the use of resources in a supply chain.
It certainly has serious negative consequences on the
financial, commercial, even operational performance of the
partners in a supply chain, as well as on their integrations
[10-14].
In these circumstances, there is a growing interest in the
pursuit of flexibility and productivity, often leading to Lean
management practices at different horizon and levels [4, 14].
In this respect, the achievement of objectives results in
more efficient supply chain, where the partners are making
optimization efforts (minimizing costs and maximizing
value), through effective collaboration between them
[15-17]. However, despite these advances, we obtain only
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the opposite effect at this level we join the observation of
the two authors March and Shapira [7] found that "long and
complex global supply chains are usually slow to respond to
changes, and hence, they are more vulnerable to business
disruptions. "In the same context [18], these chains,
optimized to be more flexible and less costly, become more
vulnerable, with additional risks and costs, which hamper
performance and avoid objectives achievement in different
horizons. [19]
Although the supply chain risk management is based on a
structured risk management process, or the first two steps of
identification and evaluation have become decisive in order
to successfully implement any system of the SCRM,
making every effort to ensure that these risks do not
materialize, since zero risk does not exist, and this is
realized [20] by the risk analysis associated with the
probability that, an event or factor occurs and the
significance of the consequences or effects. Therefore, an
understanding of how firms can manage supply chain
disruptions has highlighted the importance of the subject to
both academics and practitioners [3, 21].
Then the objective of this article is to analyze the events
and / or risk factors related to the supply chain, EIRLs or
FRLs matrix or mapping and a hierarchy of criticality levels
will be drawn up for the automotive industry sector. The
remainder of this article is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a fairly recent review of the supply chain risk
management, or defines the risk in general, that of the
supply chain and then the existing typologies and
classifications; Section 3 presents the measurement objects,
the field of investigation and the structure of the collection
bases; Section 4 presents the results of our analysis; and at
the end of section 5, a conclusion and recommendations for
future research are presented.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Supply Chain Risk Management SCRM
The literature on supply chain risk management SCRM is
receiving increasing attention [22-24, 6] and continues to
grow. Dailun's premises [25] provided a basic framework for
managing risk but were more influenced by financial risk
management approaches, while other authors reported that
studies in this supply chain management branch remain
insufficient to meet the challenges of the dynamic nature of
risks and the complexity of supply chains [26, 5, 27]. This
concern will be further enhanced by diversified studies
focusing on new research paths that cover the entire supply
chain, as well as the development of new tools and
methodologies that still need to be framed, designed and
validated.
In this sense, the first authors who proposed a framework
[28] indicated that the SCRM's objective is to identify and
manage risks, enabling the supply chain to reduce its
vulnerability through an approach coordinated by its

members. In the same sense, other definitions access to the
optimization and continuity of the SCM [4, 14] At this level,
risk management linked to the supply chain presents itself as
a new way to minimize costs, secure and ensure both the
efficiency and continuity of the supply chain management
(SCM) by identifying, analyzing and evaluation of potential
losses [29]. While others have focused on the importance of
interorganizational collaboration in a supply chain, [30, 31]
In this sense the author [32] states that supply chain risk
management
"represents
an
inter-organizational
collaborative effort using various risk management
methodologies to identify, assess, mitigate and monitor
events or conditions, could have a devastating effect on all or
part of the supply chain".
To sum up, the supply chain risk management represents a
structured approach [33, 34, 8] and a process of identifying,
assessing, mitigating and controlling risks (or risk
management and risk monitoring), adding a fifth step,
organizational and personal learning, including knowledge
transfer.
2.2. Definition of the Risk
2.2.1. General Definition of the Risk
The concept of risk is based on three elements and / or
criteria that the authors [35] used to define a risk, namely the
extent of the loss or elements of loss, its impact (significance
of loss) and probability of occurrence (frequency or
uncertainty associated with loss). In this regard, [36]
"defined risk as the likelihood of loss and the significance of
that loss to the organization or individual". Proposing a
formula for calculating risk that will be retained in several
studies in SCRM, or [P (loss n)] denotes the probability or
frequency of loss, [L (loss n)] represents the severity of the
loss, the multiplication of these two variants represents the
risk value of an event n with [Riskn] = [P (lossn)] × [(L
lossn)] [37], the same principle is adapted to calculate the
intensity of supply chain risks during the analysis phase,
according to Dani the criticality [Ci (criticality or intensity)]
= [Pi (Probability)] × [Gi (Impact)] [37]. Other definitions of
risk have emerged from research studies focused on supply
chain risk management, as can be seen in more detail in the
following.
2.2.2. Definition of the Supply Chain Risk
In the supply chain management literature, there is still no
consensus on the definition of risk [38], which makes the
task of defining the supply chain risk in a unified and
unanimous way a little difficult [32]. According to [26], the
risk remains less well understood in the field of supply chain
management. Due to the divergence, difference in
terminology and approaches applied in practice, several
researchers have proposed definitions of access to (the
variability of the target outcome and / or variability in the
flow distribution) of supply chain risks [28, 39, 40]; which
depend on their applicability to specific contexts depending
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on the structural attributes and on the other hand on the
nature of the studied flows and their locations in the supply
chain [28, 41, 42]. However, [28] defined supply chain risk
as "a variation in the distribution of possible supply chain
outcomes, their likelihood, and their subjective values".
Otherwise supply chain risk is seen as a change in the
distribution, the possible outcomes of the supply chain, their
probability and their subjective value. This definition, as
well as that of Zsidisin et al 2004 p 397, highlighted a
fundamental criterion for the probability of the occurrence of
the risk. It also amounts to distinguish, in addition to the
latter, the criterion of the impact of the risk [43, 30, 12].
While other authors have framed the supply chain risk by
focusing on flow variability, for example [19], it has been
argued that the risk is only the variability in the distribution
of different types of flows between the various interfaces of
the supply chain, possibly modifying resources use. So this
highlighted the need to properly analyze and assess risks
[19, 44], while bearing in mind the effect of the managers'
subjective perception.
By way of synthesis, the risk is perceived as a negative
effect, generating undesirable consequences [20] and we
classify the definitions into three categories: the first with a
general character is oriented result [39, 40]. The second is
based on the structural attributes of the supply chain [28, 30,
31], while the third group contains the first two categories
and is based on the degree of impact and on the nature of the
flows [32]. Before considering the typologies and risk
classifications proposed by the literature, and for the rest of
this paper, the concept of supply chain risk is based on
unpredictable factors or events affecting and / or are origin
from one or more of several partners in a supply chain and /
or its processes, which may have a negative influence on the
achievement of objectives [19].
2.3. Typology and Classification of Supply Chain Risks
In a broad review of the literary review and fairly recent
syntheses on the supply chain risk management [8, 45-47,
32], the researchers wished to distinguish risks related to the
supply chain from commercial risks, several of them
proposed typologies and/or taxonomies of risks depending
on the extent of the risks, their characteristics, Their
locations and by themes or categories of risks. Furthermore,
[48] specifies that risk typologies and classifications are
useful for the effective identification of risks and even for the
risk analysis and assessment covered by this article.
According to that, the literature proposes several typologies
and classifications of risks linked to the supply chain,
depending on their internal or external origin, endogenous
and exogenous, according to their qualitative or quantitative
attribute, degree of impact and types of flows, as well as
systemic or by the processes in which they are associated [49,
16, 51, 50, 29, 28]; In other words, those with a hybrid
character or a vision almost similar to that of [42, 8] talking
about risks within a focal agency and risks outside the
company but internal to the supply chain. In the same vein,
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[32] proposed a more holistic macro and micro classification
combining the types of risks to varying degrees of impact
(demand, manufacturing and supply) as well as different
types of flows (information, transportation and Financial),
complementary to that of Davis 1993. According to this
small passage on the typologies and classifications related to
the supply chain risk management, we position ourselves for
this study to two complementary classifications inspired by
the works of [52, 32], considering that the second is only an
extension of the first, where the authors classified the logistic
risk factors (FRLs or EIRLs) in three positions with four
natures: upstream, downstream and internal or infrastructure
(Including transport).
In the next section, we begin the empirical part of our
study by describing the research method, the structure of the
results of our questionnaire survey is examined and the
EIRLS and FRLs linked to the three parts of the supply chain
are analyzed and evaluated. Towards the end, a conclusion is
presented and recommendations on the effect of subjectivity
of perception and the dimensions of risks are proposed.

3. Methods
The results of this empirical analysis come from a
questionnaire survey consisting of three categories and four
types of logistics risk factors, upstream, downstream and
internal, or infrastructure (infrastructure and transportation).
A presentation of the measures on which this study is based
are considered, and then the results are analyzed. Finally, the
conclusion and the recommendations are presented.
3.1. The Object of the Measures
The questionnaire consists of three categories of risk
events linked to the supply chain, each of which consists of
FRLs or items drawn, tested and validated in the existing
supply chain risk management literature SCRM, the same
scale of Likert of 5 points remains used to measure both the
probability of occurrence and the degree of impact for each
element identified below. Beginning with the upstream risk
factors, 20 items were used, including failures of intrinsic
suppliers, characteristics in procurement markets, regulation
and customs law, economic conditions and volatility of the
national energy market as well as failures service providers.
So the twenty items are presented as follows: (Ups1) Price
fluctuations on supply markets, (Ups2) Supplier product
quality issues, (Ups3) Fluctuations or capacity shortages
in supply markets, (Ups4) Low Supplier Logistics
Performance (Delivery Reliability, Ordering Capacity),
(Ups5) Suppliers misinterpret our requirements, (Ups6)
Supplier's inability to meet significant increases (> 20%)
in required volumes, (Ups7) Problems of Exchange and
sharing with suppliers (eg EDI, ERP), (Ups8) exchange rate
fluctuation (Ex: Liberalize the national currency MAD
progressively per slice, market shortages), (Ups9)
Fixed-price firm contracts with providers and suppliers,
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(Ups10) Fast shipments to avoid an interruption due to late
delivery by the supplier, (Ups11) Introduction of new
systems and change in customs duties and tariffs, (Ups12)
Unplanned shutdown of key supplier production, (Ups13)
Low logistics service providers logistics performance and
Lack of integration of transport providers, (Ups14)
Financial failure (insolvency or bankruptcy) of suppliers,
(Ups15) Supply flexibility problem in case of capacity
constraints or dangerous disturbances, (Ups16) Strong
dependence on external sources of critical materials and
components, (Ups17) Relationship problem with supplier
(eg, trust, visibility and influence of suppliers), (Ups18)
Limited number of intermediate suppliers, (Ups19)
Fluctuations in oil and energy prices at national market and
(Ups20) Economic slowdowns at the national context.
Infrastructure risks are divided into two parts: the first
has been assessed using five items related to failures of the
physical and intangible infrastructure for human or
technical reasons, and are presented: (IFs1) computer
system disturbance and degradation (IFs2) Loss of clean
production capacity due to local or technical disruptions (eg
strike, fire, explosion, industrial accidents and deterioration
of the machine), (IFs3) Shutdown or interruption of
computer infrastructures (cyber-attack, spread of virus, etc.),
(IFs4) Information system security failure (eg access to
information, risk of information outsourcing) and (IFs5)
Failed to Critical infrastructure and massive fraud or data
theft. While the second group includes Transportation Risk
Factors, three items related to the efficiency of logistics
services were evaluated as follows: (TRs1 or Ups13) poor
logistics performance of logistics service providers and lack
of integration of transport providers (eg high transport
costs), (TRs2 or Dws5) supply chain interruptions due to a
disturbance in the physical distribution of the products to
the end customer (eg delays in a distribution platform) and
in transport operations (eg a truck driver strike) (TRs3)
Delay in delivery due to the use of delivery mode of time on
budget or scheduling problem.
And for the third category in our logistics, downstream
risks were assessed using ten items, related to downstream
market variability and instability, inherent customer failures,
product market product failures and failures (Dws1)
Unexpected or very volatile demand from customers,
(Dws2) Customer Payment Defaults, (Dws3) Change or
cancellation of firm orders by customers, (Dws4)
Intolerable forecast errors established, (Dws5) Delivery
chain interruptions due to a disturbance in the physical
distribution of the products to the end customer (eg delay in
a distribution platform) and in transport operations (eg a
truck driver strike), (Dws6) Inability to manage changes
demand in volume, (Dws7) Inability to meet quality
requirements, (Dws8) The balance between unmet demand
and excess inventory (Ex: risk of obsolescence), (Dws9)
Product market uncertainty as a result of changing
consumer trends or the availability of substitute products
and (Dws10) Failure to measure mitigation and adaptation
(see Annex I).

3.2. Field of Investigation: Automotive Sector in
Morocco
The global automotive sector has undergone a phase of
restructuring and redesigning its value chain following the
relocation of global supply and demand to emerging
countries [54]. The Moroccan automotive industry has now
positioned itself as the leading automaker in North Africa
and second in the continent after South Africa, with a total
capacity of 410,000 vehicles per year and more than 86,500
employees, the leading sector of export activities exceeding
the 54.4 billion MAD in 2016 with an annual growth of two
figures close to 27% over the period between 2009 and 2015
[53]. This performance is due to a desire to ensure
integration of the main industry sectors in the ILN global
sourcing network, with better logistics connectivity to reduce
logistics costs and increase export performance through an
adequate infrastructure, thus mastering the transactions with
the main partners of the kingdom. Interest in this sector of
industry is due both to its importance to the national
economy and to its complexity as an area of SCM research.
Although this sector remains one of the most explored in
SCM research, it has a certain lack of it in the studies of
supply chain risk management, especially those related to the
impact of factors and events (EIRLs and FRLs) on their
logistics performance. Consequently, this study constitutes
an anchoring a projection of the supply chain risk
management at the national level, through a reflection on the
analysis and evaluation of the events and the risk factors
linked to the supply chain in the Moroccan automotive
sector.
3.3. Database and Structure of the Sample Base
Therefore, the data were collected by means of a survey
administered to the main operators and subcontractor of the
automobile sector in Morocco conducted over the period
between January 2017 and March 2017 in a total of a sample
of 68 composed of operators and subcontractors. This
operation generated a total of 39 observations, of which 7
were discounted due to the incompatibility and
incompleteness of the responses so 32 responses remain
usable, with a response rate of 57%. The structure and
general descriptions of our sample in terms of annual
turnover, company size and profile of participants are
presented in the following figure 1.
So according the following three figures, 94% of our
sample consists of large and medium sized companies with
annual turnover between 300 and 5000 million MAD, of
which 81% have an effective between 100 and 250. The
participants who were targeted almost 84% of the profits are
logistics managers and supply managers and stocks.
As discussed earlier, we are interested in the analysis and
evaluation of supply chain risk factors (or logistics risk
factor). In this sense, the two indicators, namely the
probability of occurrence and the degree of impact, will
focus our attention in an effort to characterize their levels for
each risk factor. In this sense, a consolidation stage of the
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risk events linked to the EIRLs supply chain remains
necessary for better representability and risk exploitability
during the two phases of analysis and evaluation. As a result,
35 EIRLs will be grouped into 14 FRLs according to the risk
categories. (See Annex II). Then once the frequencies and
gravity levels are acquired, a probability of occurrence and
degree of impact matrix will be set up as a mapping tool to
locate and visualize the different risk factors according to the
typology of Davis 1993 and William. Ho 2015, in order to
assess the risk factors that may hinder the achievement of
objectives in the automotive sector in Morocco. To this end,
the statistical component was processed using SPSS version
23, Sphinx V5 and Office Excel 2016, the results are
discussed during the next section.

Figure 1. Structure and characteristic of the sample

4. Result and Analysis of the Survey
Then we began by calculating the average of the values of
our collection base both of the probability of occurrence and
the degree of impact thereafter and on the basis of these two
indicators, we could have the third that of intensity or
criticality. Using these three indicators, we carried out a
comparative analysis between the calculated average values
of each individual risk factor and the average of the groups of
FRLs relating to the three stages constitute the supply chain.
Table n°01 shows the average, maximum and minimum
value of both the probability of occurrence and the degree of
impact for each individual risk factor, in the same direction
the second half of this table average, maximum and
minimum value of the three groups of risk factors associated
with the three parts of our logistics chain. So a first
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observation ten logistic risk factors have a fairly large
probability value, splitting on the three parts of our supply
chain: four upstream factors (Ups1, Ups2, Ups3, Ups4), four
infrastructure and transportation factors (IFs2, IFs3, TRs1
and TRs2) and three downstream factors (Dws1 and Dws7).
Beginning with the upstream part the factors: (Ups1)
increasing in raw material prices, (Ups2) supplier quality
problem, (Ups4) supplier failure and logistics integration
problem (Ups13 or TRs1) record both values higher than the
average of the probability of occurrence and the degree of
impact of their group, while the factor (Ups3) capacity
problem on supply markets, at a higher impact value and
lower probability value to the group average. Downstream,
the factors (Dws1) change and demand fluctuation, (Dws5 or
TRs2) supply chain interruption and (Dws7) quality and
dissatisfaction problems of customers record above-average
values for both the probability of occurrence and the degree
of impact of their group. Whereas, internally, the two factors
(IFs2), failure of the production capacity and (IFs3) failure of
the critical infrastructure (cyber-attack, spread of viruses,
etc.) have, on their part, recorded probability and impact
values close to the group average.
Once the three indicators relating to each FRLs risk factor
have been materialized, and in order to map these potential
risks facing the automotive supply chains, a
probability-impact matrix will group the FRLs that identify
those with a probability And a fairly critical impact, which
must in this respect attract the intention of the managers on
the nature of the risks impacting the performance of their
logistical chains. table n°01 plots the different FRLs by
probability of occurrence and degree of impact upstream,
downstream and infrastructure, transportation [52, 32].
Then the risk matrix (FRLs and EIRLs) makes it possible
to visualize the potential risks, to read this matrix more away
from the origin the probability and the impact increase of
more. Figures n°02 and n°03 indicate that there is an
observable difference in the representability of the FRLs or
that they have been reclassified by three positions those with
a probability of occurrence and a high degree of impact with
a criticality level higher than (DI × PO> 10,17) This class
includes the unacceptable or critical FRLs composed of the
factors: Ups1, Ups2, Ups3, Ups4, Trs01, Dws1, Dws7 as
well as IFs2. The second position takes into account the
FRLs which have an average probability of occurrence and a
medium and high degree of impact with a criticality level of
(5 <DI × PO <10,17), this class regroups the FRLs such as
Ups5, Ups9, Ups11, TRs2 and IFs3. The last position takes
into account the low-value FRLs, ie Dws10.
In this sense, using the third indicator, criticality, to
confirm the results exploited previously. Figure n°04
presents the hierarchy of criticality levels for each FRL of
our supply chain, as well as figure n°05 which takes over and
classifies by level decreasing the criticality of the FRLs.
Eight risks can be considered intolerable exceeding the
average value of 10.17 upstream: (Ups2) supplier quality
problems, (Ups1) increasing raw material prices, (Ups4)
supplier failure, (Ups3) supply market capacity problem.
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Downstream one finds: (Dws7) Problems of customer
quality and dissatisfaction, (Dws1) change or fluctuation of
the demand and finally infrastructure, transportation it is

mainly (IFs2) failure of production capacity (TRs1) logistics
integration problem.

Table 1. Probability and Impact by individual RFLs and by group of FRLs

Figure 2. PO-DI matrix of EIRLs

Figure 3. PO-DI matrix of the FRLs
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Figure 4. Hierarchy of levels of criticality by FRLs

Then, for a medium criticality level, we find (TRs2)
delivery Channel Interruption, (Ups5) problems of exchange
and sharing with suppliers, (Ups9) structure and condition of
the supply market, (IFs3) Critical Infrastructure Failure,
(Ups11) change in customs duties and tariffs and for a
fairly poor level we find (Dws10) failure to mitigate and
adapt to climate change with an average of 5.51. Therefore,
these results are consistent with our analyzes of the
probability-impact matrix.
Consequently, the level of criticality shows us that the
three parts of the supply chain contain FRLs with intolerable
or critical levels (the observation of Thun al., 2011 and
Grouc 2006 is joined by the more interfaces the greater the
risks criticism, which again reflects the dynamic nature of
the risk. [5, 7, 27].

5. Discussion and Conclusions
In this article, we would like to enrich the recent literature
on the supply chain risk management via an empirical study
on the logistical risk factors upstream, downstream and
internal (infrastructure and transportation) in the context of
an automotive supply chain. Our contribution consists in
analyzing and evaluating the unpredictable events
potentially impacted the automotive supply chain, by dint to
a range of tools (probability-impact risk matrix and hierarchy
of criticality levels) that can be useful for professionals and
researchers engaged in studies focused on the management
of risks linked to the supply chain.
The results suggest that managers should be aware of the
sources of risk in terms of supply, internal (infrastructure and
transportation) and demand to know: quality and relationship
with customers and suppliers, structure and price and
capacity fluctuations in the supply and demand markets,
logistical integration and the failure of production capacity

and not forgetting the critical failure of the IT infrastructure
in terms of this study we have given a rather specific
intention to the three parts of our supply chain, Especially the
effect of disruptive events internally or we have chosen the
risk "Critical infrastructure failure and massive incident of
fraud or theft of data" from the Global Risks Report 2017 to
assess the severity of this kind of internal risk On the whole
supply chain, in this sense a wave of cyber-attacks of global
scope questions the vulnerability of the supply chain At the
national level, this attack was able to stop the entire
production chain of Renault group due to a failure of the IT
infrastructure (so we speak of a production failure one
thousand cars not produced per day).
Therefore, at the end of this study, it may be recommended
that the effect of subjective perceptions could be neutralized
if the probability of occurrence is given a frequency with
respect to a time interval or space of time necessary for at
least the FRLs to manifest in order for at least one or more of
the FILs to manifest themselves (Eg Ups01 occurs α times / β
months) and for the degree of impact associated to a financial
loss (Ups01 at a severity of α equivalent to a financial loss of
π), and in the same Sense to expanding the sample of
observations as well as FRLs. On the other hand, in order to
arrive at a certain level of completeness on our analyzes of
the impact of events or risk factors on logistical performance,
we suggest that we retain at least four types of impacts to
assess and manage the majority of risk dimension.
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Annex
Annex N°01: Structure of the questionnaire
Université Hassan II-Casablanca Faculté des sciences Juridiques, Economiques et Sociales Ain-Sebaâ,
Laboratoire Recherche en Nouvelle Economie et Développement LARNED
I-Information Générale sur les Entreprises participantes :
1. Qu’elle est le secteur et la nature de votre d’activité ?
Industrie Automobile
Équipement médical/Hôpital
Machines/Equipements
Industrie Caoutchouc/Plastiques
Agroalimentaire/Aliments
Aéronautique et spatiale
Énergie et mines
Logistique/Distribution
BTP/ Construction
Chimique et pharmaceutique
Métallurgie/Matériaux
Textile et Habillements
Electrique/Electronique
Industrie Papier/Carton
Informatique
Bois et meubles
Autre industries

2. Votre chiffre d’affaire réalisé sur les trois dernières années en MMAD ?
Autres
Moins de 10
Entre 150-300
Entre 1000-5000
Entre 10-50
Entre 300-600
Entre 5000-10 000
Entre 50-150
Entre 600-1000
Plus de 10 000
3. Quel est le nombre des employés dans votre entreprises ?
Entre 250-500
Moins de 100
Entre 900-1500
Entre 5000-10 000
Entre 500-900
Entre 100-250
Entre 1500-5000
Plus de 10 000
4. Profil et Position hiérarchique du participant ou (du répondeur)?
Directeur de la supply chain
Responsable des Approvisionnements et des Stocks
Directeur des achats
Responsable de Production et Pilotage des flux
Responsable Achat, Logistique
Autres

II-Facteurs de risques logistiques en "Amont, Opérationnel et Aval" liés à la chaine logistique :
Dans quelle mesure votre entreprise a-t-elle subi au cours des trois dernières années un impact négatif dans la gestion de la chaîne logistique en raison des incidents perturbateurs?Pour
chaque élément, veuillez choisir s’il vous plaît la notation qui correspond le mieux à votre situation. Échelle de 5 points : (1) « sans influence », (2) « influence Faible », (3) « effet Moyen
», (4) « effet Fort » et (5) « effet très fort » à la fois pour la Probabilité d'occurence et le Degré d'Impact.
5. Facteurs de risques de l’approvisionnement : Upstream « 18 Items »
Echelle de Mesure de 5 points (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) : (1) « sans influence », (2) « influence Faible », (3)
« effet Moyen », (4)« effet Fort » et (5) « effet très fort »
Facteurs de risques liés à l'Approvsionnement
Probabilité d'Occurrence (PR)
Degré d'Impact (IP)
Exemple: Pour l'élément N°01 (A) : Je donne pour la probabilité d'occurrence une notation de 3 (Effet Moyen) car cet événement s'est produit 6fois/3mois et pour le degré d'impact je
donne une notation de 4 (Effet Fort) car j'ai supporté une perte s'éléve à 420 000dh sur la même période.
1-Les fluctuations des prix sur les marchés d'approvisionnement (A)
2-Problèmes de qualité des produits de fournisseur
3-Fluctuations ou pénuries de capacité sur les marchés d’offre
4-Faible performance logistique des fournisseurs (Fiabilité de livraison, capacité de commande)
5-Les fournisseurs interprètent mal nos exigences
6-Incapacité du fournisseur de faire face à des augmentations importantes (> 20%) des volumes requis
7-Problèmes de partage électronique d'informations avec les fournisseurs (par exemple : EDI, ERP)
8-Variations des taux de change (Ex : Cas de libéraliser le dirham progressivement et par tranche,
pénuries de la matière sur les marchés)
9-Contrats fermes à prix fixe avec les prestataires et les fournisseurs
10-Expéditions rapides pour éviter une interruption due à une livraison tardive par le fournisseur
11-Introduction des nouveaux systèmes ainsi l'augmentation de droit, tarif routier et douanier
12-Arrêt imprévu de la production du fournisseur clé
13-Faible performance logistique des prestataires de services logistiques et Manque d'intégration des
prestataires de transport
14-Défaillance financière (Insolvabilité ou faillite) des fournisseurs
15-Problème de la souplesse d'approvisionnement en cas de contraintes de capacité ou de
perturbations dangereuses
16-Forte dépendance vis-à-vis des sources externes de matériaux et de composants critiques
17-Problème relationnel avec le fournisseur (Ex : la confiance, la visibilité et l'influence des fournisseurs).
18-Nombre restreint de fournisseurs intermédiaires.
19-Fluctuations des prix du pétrole et des produits d'énergies au niveau national
19-Ralentissements économiques au niveau national et international.

Si vous avez d'autres proposition (Risque d'approvisionnement) :
6. Facteurs de risque Interne ou d’Infrastructure : Interne « 4 Items »
Echelle de Mesure de 5 points (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) : (1) « sans influence », (2) « influence Faible », (3)
« effet Moyen », (4) « effet Fort » et (5) « effet très fort »
Facteurs de risques d'ordre Opérationnel
Probabilité d'Occurrence
Degré d'Impact

Exemple: Pour l'élement N°01 (B): je donne pour la probabilité d'occurrence une notation de 2 (Influence Faible) car cet événement s'est produit 2fois/1mois etpour le degré d'impact je
donne une notation de (Effet Moyen) car j'ai supporté une perte de non-fonctionnement s'éléve à 30 000dh.
1-Perturbation et dégradation des systèmes informatiques internes
2-Perte de capacité de production propre en raison de perturbations locales ou techniques (p. Ex Grève,
incendie, explosion, accidents industriels et Détérioration de la machine) (B)
3-Arrêt ou interruption des infrastructures informatiques (propagation de virus, erreurs logicielles, etc.)
4-Echec de la sécurité du système d'information (Ex: l'accés à l'information, et le risque de l’impartition
de l’information)
5-Échec de l'infrastructure critique et Incident massif de fraude ou de vol de données

Si vous avez d'autres proposition (Risque opérationnel) :
7. Facteurs de risques de la demande : Downstream « 9 Items »
Echelle de Mesure de 5 points (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) : (1) « sans influence », (2) « influence Faible », (3)
« effet Moyen », (4)« effet Fort » et (5) « effet très fort »
Probabilité d'Occurrence
Degré d'Impact
Exemple: Pour la question N°01 (C): je donne pour la probabilité d'occurrence une notation de 4 (Effet Fort) car cet événement s'est produit 15 fois/2mois et je donne pour le degré
d'impact une notation de 4 (Effet Fort) car j'ai supporté une perte financiére de 210 000dh.
1-Demande imprévue ou très volatile des clients (C)

Facteurs de risques liés à la demande

2-Défauts de paiement des clients
3-Modification ou annulation des ordres fermes par les clients.
4-Erreurs intolérables de prévision établies
5-Interruptions de la chaîne de livraison suite à une perturbation dans la distribution physique des
produits au client final (Ex un retard dans un centre de distribution) et dans les opérations de transport
(Ex une grève de chauffeur de camion)
6-Incapacité à gérer les changements de la demande en volume,
7-Incapacité à satisfaire aux exigences de qualité
8-L’équilibre entre la demande non satisfaite et l'excédent d'inventaire (Ex : risque d'obsolescence)
9-Incertitude du marché des produits suite au changement des tendances des consommateurs ou de la
disponibilité de produits de substitution
10-Echec de mesure d'atténuation et d'adaptation au changement climatique

Si vous avez d'autres proposition (Risque de demande) :

III-Performance logistique dans la chaîne d'approvisionnement
Comment les indicateurs suivants se sont-ils développés dans votre entreprise au cours des trois dernières années ? Pour chaque élément, veuillez s’il vous plaît cocher la case qui
correspondent le mieux à votre situation, Echelle de mesure de 2 variantes : de (-2) « Alarmant » à (+2) « sensiblement amélioré ».
8. Performance logistique dans la chaîne d'approvisionnement « 4 Items »

Performance logistique
1-Fiabilité de livraison : Respecter les dates de livraisons et les capacités prévues sur une base régulière des commandes des clients (délais, quantité et
qualité).
2-Capacité d’exécution des commandes : satisfaction de la demande fixée par le client sur une base régulière avec les ressources disponibles
3-Vitesse de livraison : délai réactif entre la réception physique de la commande et la livraison du client.
4-Satisfaction des clients : l’effet de la performance de la chaîne d’approvisionnement performance sur les attentes ou degré de satisfaction des clients.

Echelle de Mesure de 2 points :(-2) « Alarmant
» Et (+2) « Sensiblement amélioré »
Alarmant = -2
Sensiblement amélioré = +2
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Annex N°02: Analysis Grid
FRLs

UPS04

EIRLs

EIRLs

FRLs

PROBABILITE IMPACT

UPS04

4-Faible performance logistique des fournisseurs (Fiabilité de livraison, capacité de commande)

Echec du Founisseur

3,42

3,92

UPS06

6-Incapacité du fournisseur de faire face à des augmentations importantes (> 20%) des volumes requis

Echec du Founisseur

3,36

3,94

UPS12

12-Arrêt imprévu de la production du fournisseur clé

Echec du Founisseur

2,88

3,64

UPS14

14-Défaillance financière (Insolvabilité ou faillite) des fournisseurs

Echec du Founisseur

2,86

3,54

UPS15

15-Problème de la souplesse d'approvisionnement en cas de contraintes de capacité ou de perturbations

Echec du Founisseur

2,82

3,74

UPS01

UPS01

1-Les fluctuations des prix sur les marchés d'approvisionnement

Augmentation des prix des matiéres premiéres

3,21

3,82

UPS11

UPS11

11-Introduction des nouveaux systèmes ainsi l'augmentation de droit, tarif routier et douanier

Changement des droits et tarifs douaniéres

2,42

3,21

DWS01

DWS01

1-Demande imprévue ou très volatile des clients

Changement ou fluctuation de la demande

3,76

3,86

DWS03

3-Modification ou annulation des ordres fermes par les clients.

Changement ou fluctuation de la demande

3,14

3,44

DWS06

6-Incapacité à gérer les changements de la demande en volume,

Changement ou fluctuation de la demande

3,08

3,70

DWS09

9-Incertitude du marché des produits suite au changement des tendances des consommateurs

Changement ou fluctuation de la demande

2,90

2,68

DWS02

DWS02

2-Défauts de paiement des clients

Défauts de paiements

3,40

3,96

DWS10

DWS10

10-Echec de mesure d'atténuation et d'adaptation au changement climatique

Echec d'atténuation et d'adaptation au changement climatique

2,01

2,74

IFS02

IFS02

2-Perte de capacité de production propre en raison de perturbations locales ou techniques

Echec de la capacité de production

2,64

3,94

IFS03

3-Arrêt ou interruption des infrastructures informatiques

Echec de l'infrastructure critique

2,82

3,36

IFS03

UPS10
UPS03

UPS05

IFS04

4-Echec de la sécurité du système d'information

Echec de l'infrastructure critique

2,72

3,04

IFS05

5-Échec de l'infrastructure critique et Incident massif de fraude ou de vol de données

Echec de l'infrastructure critique

2,60

3,48

UPS10
DWS05 ou TRs02

10-Expéditions rapides pour éviter une interruption due à une livraison tardive par le fournisseur

Interruption de la chaîne de livraison

2,92

3,14

5-Interruptions de la chaîne de livraison suite à une perturbation dans la distribution

Interruption de la chaîne de livraison

3,08

3,35

UPS03

3-Fluctuations ou pénuries de capacité sur les marchés d’offre

Probléme de capacité sur marché d'offre

2,82

3,78

UPS05

5-Les fournisseurs interprètent mal nos exigences

Probléme d'échange et de partage des fournisseurs

2,69

3,29

UPS07

7-Problèmes de partage électronique d'informations avec les fournisseurs (par exemple : EDI, ERP)

Probléme d'échange et de partage des fournisseurs

2,71

3,02

UPS17

17-Problème relationnel avec le fournisseur

Probléme d'échange et de partage des fournisseurs

2,65

3,57

UPS02

UPS02

2-Problèmes de qualité des produits de fournisseur

Problèmes de qualité des fournisseurs

3,32

4,14

DWS07

DWS07

7-Incapacité à satisfaire aux exigences de qualité

Problémes de qualité et d'insatisfaction des clients

3,00

3,76

UPS13 ou TRs01

UPS13 ou TRs01

UPS09

13-Faible performance logistique des prestataires de services logistiques et Manque d'intégration des prestataires de transport

Problémes d'intergration logistique

3,09

3,42

UPS09

9-Contrats fermes à prix fixe avec les prestataires et les fournisseurs

Structure et condition du marché d'offre

2,86

3,48

UPS18

18-Nombre restreint de fournisseurs intermédiaires.

Structure et condition du marché d'offre

2,64

3,18
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